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“I have sometimes regretted being a pianist; I have sometimes regretted being a conductor; 

but I have never regretted being a musician.” ~ André Previn 
 
This citation – attributed to André Previn – was featured on a bright poster, hanging 
above the piano in the home of my principal piano teacher, Ms. Rosetta Goodkind. The 
citation stayed with me as I went from being a young pianist to being a not so young 
theorist working on pianistic experience, and all along, I always found inspiration in the 
idea that I am on my journey to being not only a theorist, or a performer, or even a 
performer-theorist, but a musician. And being a musician can become a life experience. To 
put it differently, I am a musician not only while I happen to be playing, researching, or 
teaching music. To appeal to another citation, this time attributed to Rachmaninoff: “To a 
musician, everything in the world is musical.” 
 
In my teaching – whether in a classroom setting, in office hours, in group lessons and 
coaching, or individual instrumental lessons – my main goal is to guide students as they 
find their own most suited, most stimulating, and most rewarding path to becoming 
musicians. Helping students connect to music – be it as performers, theorists, 
ethnographers, or any other position they find – is what I hope to achieve, as this 
connection, and the experience of reaching toward it, can be translated to almost any 
endeavor and puts a student on the way to being a musician for life, whether s/he chooses 
music as a profession or not. 
 
To do this, I emphasize for students the need to develop habits of concentration, to find an 
entry point into a task and stay with the effort of developing that task, to take into account 
even the slightest detail, as details are often the entry point for larger discoveries. I aim to 
demonstrate the importance of these skills by asking students to work on projects which 
involve repeated, focused listening, or detailed pattern recognition, or developing a larger 
sense of a task based on specific observations – activities that require concentration, 
sustained effort, and attention to detail. Especially when laid out in stages, work on 
projects can guide students in arriving at their own (provisional) definitions of key 
concepts and give them a chance to discover the practical applications of a concept before 
having it fully defined by an outside authority. I often rely on supervised group work in 
class to lay the groundwork for further individual work on a project, and aim to supply 
definitions only after students have grappled with the content behind the concept being 
defined.  
 
I believe in laying out a basic structure in which students can explore – individually or in 
conversation within a group – while always having easy recourse to support from me. In 
answering questions first, rather than giving definitions first, my aim is to give students the 
experience of shaping their own development in the skills and knowledge(s) the course 
sets out to offer; in other words, my aim is to give them a sense of agency in their own 
musical formation. Once a sense of agency is in place, students are well positioned to forge 
their own further path in music. They may also be well positioned to discover musical 
connections to other knowledge and experiences they have, and gain their own 
understanding of Rachmaninoff’s remark that “everything in the world is musical.”  


